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From The Publisher’s Desk

Welcome to the April/May 2011 issue of Bird Dog & Retriever News.  Thanks to the 
advertisers and our readers that have stuck with us over these twenty-some years. 

This is the beginning of the slow time of year until about August when things pick up. 
So don’t expect a great magazine, though we try. 

In this issue we start with new products. In the new products area we have a sport-Brella, 
which may be just the thing to add to your deer stand, especially if it rains. Next we have 
a Wii hunting game about hunting Alaska, not a lotta birds, but hey it’s a new product. 
Then we have a timely item a pool pet alarm if you have a pool and a dog that likes to get 
in it.  Then for those that are into leashes a designer leash and clip on badges… if you are 
into those kinda things. And lastly a sport water bottle that converts into a drinking cup, 
great for late season birds to fill with coffee.

Next up is an article by me called: Don’t Touch That Weed! In this article we look at the 
band plants of the woods: Poison Ivy, oak and Sumac, something you may want a copy 
of in your hunting vest. Then we get some great info from Pheasants Forever of pheasant 
nesting conditions for this spring. On page twelve By Dr. Brian Zanghi has an article on 
nutrition called: Maintaining Optimal Body Condition for Health and Performance. 

On page fifteen we look over the bird status in North Dakota. And following we look 
at Nebraska bird status. And then we learn a bit about prescribed burning from the Quail 
Forever folks. 

For our featured book we highlight an old friend and trainer of Scooby Tony Roettgers 
book Urban Gun Dogs By Anthony Z. Roettger & Benjamin H. Schleidler from that book 
we took an article called: The Right Dog for Your Situation Size and Breed Matters. 

In addition we have news from the AKC, Friends & enemy’s, State news calendars for 
gun shows, dog shows and field trials and Hunt tests in addition to some great advertis-
ers.

If you find an interesting article send us a copy, or we if you are really ambitious put 
pen to paper, or these days finger to keyboard and write something for us, we’ll find room 
for it.

Have a good one,

Dennis Guldan

Publisher Bird Dog & Retriever News


